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1
Executive Summary
Background
This report has been prepared for the
London Legacy Development Corporation
(LLDC) by David Kohn Architects (DKA), in
collaboration with the Yard Theatre and
the Live Arts Development Agency (LADA).
DKA was appointed in September 2012 to
carry out research into potential performance and live art interim uses on development sites within the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park (QEOP). Five other similar
studies considering various uses such as
sport and recycling have been commissioned. Each takes precedents of interim
uses elsewhere to provide guidance on
best practice in the QEOP under the title
‘Learning from Others’.
Objectives
‘Learning from Others’ will inform a
series of mini masterplans that will
locate interim uses on the QEOP being
prepared by Allies & Morrison and Maccreanor Lavington Architects. Findings will
also inform LLDC’s interim use procurement and delivery strategies.
Brief
To conduct research into five performance/ live art case studies through
desk-based research, interviews, and
other identified sources; To develop
recommendations for ‘how to’ and ‘how not
to’ deliver successful projects drawn out
from the precedent analyses; To organise
research according to guidelines provided
by Urban Research Projects to contribute
to online database; To deliver a final
report in a format suitable for web use
and future publication.
Site Analysis
The scale, character, infrastructure,
history and future use of the QEOP was
considered in order to select appropriate
interim use precedents.
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Interim Use Types
The following five types were identified:
Site, being interim uses that use the
site as its infrastructure; Mobile, being
interim uses in mobile spaces; Occupy,
being interim uses in existing structures; Build, being interim uses in newbuild spaces; Landscape, being interim
uses in newly structured landscapes.
Precedents
One precedent was researched as a case
study for each interim use type: National
Theatre of Wales; A Room for London; You
Me Bum Bum Train; RSC Courtyard Theatre;
and Parc de la Villette.
Conclusions & Recommendations
For each case study and its associated
project type, we have set out six recommendations for the LLDC. These project
specific recommendations have then been
collated into a more generic set of ‘How
To’s’ and ‘How Not To’s’ as follows:
A “How To” Guide
1. Start with a Project Champion
2. Strive for the Highest Quality
3. Know your Intended Audience
4. Know your Project Type and Scale
5. Involve the Community
6. Make your Project Extraordinary
7. Encourage Collaboration
8. Crunch the Numbers
9. Get Online
10. Be Fair to Volunteers
A “How Not To” Guide
1. Do Not Underestimate the Importance of
Preparation
2. Do Not Start without a Site
3. Do Not Make your Project too “Niche”
4. Do Not Limit the Brief
5. Do Not Rely on a Formula
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Team
David Kohn Architects
DKA is a leading London-based practice
providing a full range of architecture
and urban design services. The practice
has focused on arts projects and interim
uses. Recent work includes the White
Building, a local arts venue in Hackney
Wick funded by LLDC and ‘A Room for
London,’ a temporary arts venue and hotel
on the Southbank designed in collaboration with artist Fiona Banner.
Live Art Development Agency
LADA offers resources, professional
development initiatives, projects &
publishing for the support and development of Live Art locally, nationally and
internationally. LADA is not a presenter,
theatre, venue, festival or artists’
agent. Their unique role is strategically
focused on the development of the Live
Art sector, to enhance access, understanding and awareness of high-quality
progressive, diverse, innovative, experimental creative practices.
The Yard Theatre
The Yard is a theatre, performance space
and bar in Hackney Wick. It exists to
support new and exciting work in East
London. Initially started in 2011 by Jay
Miller in collaboration with Practice
Architecture, the theatre has successfully developed into an ongoing concern with
a fully programmed year of exceptional
work. In 2012 The Yard commissioned thirty-two new projects and employed eleven
members of staff.
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Setting the Context
Interim Use & Urban Development
In recent years there have been many
examples of interim use projects on urban
vacant sites. These projects have enabled
designers and practitioners to work more
directly with spaces and communities in
engaging and challenging ways. As an
alternative model for small-scale regeneration, interim use is now being considered by developers and planners as a way
to activate empty sites with a minimum of
resources. ‘Interim use’ has become a key
aspect of contemporary city planning and
urban development strategy.
The Future Olympic Park
In 2013 work will begin to transform the
Olympic Park into a new piece of city in
East London with entertainment, sport,
recreation, commerce and community set
around one of the largest urban parks to
have been created in Europe in the last
150 years. It will be a place to live and
a place to work, with five new neighbourhoods and its own commercial district. It
will have Europe’s largest urban shopping
centre right on its doorstep, thousands
of new hotel rooms just a short walk
away and it will benefit from unrivalled
transport links. The Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park will be a model of modern,
sustainable urban regeneration, attracting an estimated 9.3 million visitors
each year.
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Opportunity for Interim Use
The redevelopment of the Olympic site in
the years following the 2012 Games is to
be phased over a considerable period of
time spanning roughly 25-30 years. Due
to this phasing, a number of plots will
remain vacant for an extended period of
time. The LLDC is considering an approach
to Development Parcels ahead of their
permanent use which would allow them to
contribute to the creation of sustainable
communities and the future Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park as a premier visitor
destination. LLDC’s Interim Uses Strategy, approved in March 2012, identifies
grassroots and community interim uses as
being a key part of the overall strategy.
First Phase: Clearing the Games-time
overlay.
Second Phase: Creating connections to the
wider area.
Third Phase: Completing the parkland and
development masterplan.
The Masterplanning Process
In collaboration with Allies & Morrison and Maccreanor Lavington Architects,
development plots will be defined by
LLDC, acting as platforms for future
housing, leisure and employment in the
area. This masterplanning process will
also identify sites around the park that
could be used for interim use projects.
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Overview of the key physical site conditions in the
future Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
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Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park

Site Conditions

Parkland

Waterways

Infrastructure

bit.fall by Julius Popp

Memory Marathon by Simon Pope

Art in the Park

Run by Monica Bonvicini
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5
Five Types
Our ‘Learning from Others’ research
was focused on contexts for live and
performing arts rather than visual
arts. In the first instance the three
organisations within our team identified
a variety of interim use precedents that
covered a spectrum of approaches. In the
majority of these projects, we determined
that there were two key aspects:
- The physical infrastructure or site;
- The live art or performance practice.
Given the different disciplines and
expertise of the three organisations in
our team, it seemed appropriate for The
Yard and LADA to look more closely at the
practice aspects while DKA focused on the
physical and spatial aspects.
In the field of interim use projects,
a large number have an arts and
culture programme. With a wide range
of precedents on the table, it was
necessary to narrow down the number of
case studies and focus on a few key
projects. Sub-dividing the precedents
into different types helped to create a
framework for the research, providing a
system of classification.
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In parallel, the various specific
conditions of the existing and future
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park were
considered, helping us to understand
which types of interim use project might
be possible to implement on the site.
This informed the decision to settle on
five types as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Site
Mobile
Occupy
Build
Landscape

We initially considered a sixth type
- ‘Convert’. There are a number of
ex-industrial and derelict buildings
on the fringes of the QEOP that have
potential to be converted into spaces for
live art or performance. For example, in
Hackney Wick The White Building and Yard
Theatre are both successful conversions
from light industrial use to public
buildings with an arts and culture focus.
However the ‘Convert’ type was discounted
as a model for interim use on the QEOP as
there is limited existing building stock
suitable for conversion.
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Having identified five types of interim
use projects suitable for implementation
in the QEOP, our team then agreed to
research and analyse one case study per
type as follows:

of interim use could be considered for
occupying either an existing venue or be
one part of an events programme for a new
low-cost temporary flexible space that
also hosts other uses.

1. Site: National Theatre Wales (NTW)
National Theatre Wales commissions
performance pieces that work with and
respond to site without requiring new
infrastructure. In this way, NTW is an
example of an organisation that could be
approached by LLDC to produce work on the
QEOP site without the need for upfront
capital expenditure on construction.

4. Build: RSC Courtyard Theatre
The RSC Courtyard Theatre is an example
of a temporary building commissioned
specifically for performance use. Due
to build quality and the success of the
design, it continues to be used beyond
the original 4-year planning permission.
This example demonstrates that a wellexecuted interim use project in the QEOP
could provide longterm solutions for both
new and existing communities.

2. Mobile: A Room for London
A Room for London was designed as a
temporary installation that could be
transported to another site in the
future. It was built off site as a selfcontained structure, requiring minimal
site specific construction work or
infrastructure. In terms of the QEOP,
a similar mobile structure could be
transported around the site, reaching new
audiences and ensuring a life beyond the
interim use.
3. Occupy: You Me Bum Bum Train (YMBBT)
YMBBT create unique immersive theatrical
events in existing spaces, constructing
new interconnected settings for the
performance. In the QEOP, this type

5. Landscape: Parc de la Villette
Parc de la Villette is an example of
a large-scale landscape regeneration
project on a similar scale to the QEOP
development. Alongside new permanent
cultural venues, a network of smallscale pavilions were provided helping to
structure the vast space and providing
flexible venues for temporary and interim
use, engaging local communities and
visitors alike. This type of approach
could be considered by LLDC for a
smaller-scale development plot within the
QEOP, rather than an holistic approach
for the entire park.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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5
Five Types

1. Site
No new infrastructure is required. An
appropriate organisation simply creates an
interactive live art or performance event in and
around the Olympic Park, responding to site.

2. Mobile
A space for live art/ performance that
is portable, either as a whole or easily
demountable/ flat-packed for transportation.
It can move from place to place.
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4. Build
A new space, either temporary or permanent,
built for performance/ live art or that can
be appropriated for performance/ live art.

3. Occupy
An organisation or installation occupies
an existing site, reappropriating the
space for performance or live art.

5. Landscape
To manipulate the landscape or utilise
existing landscape features for use as
performance or live art space.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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5.1
Site: National Theatre Wales

National Theatre Wales Year 2 Poster, 2012
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1. Site
No new infrastructure is required. An appropriate
organisation simply creates an interactive live art
or performance event in and around the Olympic Park,
responding to site.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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National Theatre Wales:
Research & Analysis
Introduction
National Theatre Wales (NTW) is a company
creating bold, invigorating theatre in
the English language that is rooted in
Wales but with an international reach. It
is a ‘theatre without walls’ in that it
does not produce conventional performance
pieces for purpose-built theatres but
rather commissions site-responsive works.
Consequently, NTW has been involved
in many examples of ‘interim use’, for
periods ranging from a weekend to months.
Inception
Wales now has a semi-independent government with control over key services such
as health, education, and culture. As
part of this shift in powers, two new
theatre companies were created, one
Welsh-speaking and one English-speaking.
The Theatr Genedlaethol Cymru was established in 2003 solely for welsh-speaking
audiences, however only 25% of the population speaks the language and it is
considered very ‘middle-class’. After
years of talk about an English-language
national theatre, in 2008 the Chair of
Arts Council Wales Dai Smith initiated
the creation of NTW by approaching the
Culture Minister of the Welsh Assembly.
He received a £3M grant to cover the cost
of setting up the company and programming
the initial two years. John McGrath and
Lucy Davies were recruited as Artistic
Director and Executive Producer respectively, and the first production took
place in March 2010.
Funding
The £3M government grant enabled NTW
to be established and was put towards
the first two years of productions. By
comparison, in 2010 National Theatre of
Scotland received around £4M in annual
public subsidy and the United Kingdom’s
National Theatre in London received
around £50M. At inception, funding for
NTW came purely from the public sector
but more recently it has been awarded
grants from various foundations.
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Context
Wales has a relatively small population
of around three million with many living
in remote areas and a popular distrust
of centralisation. These factors combined
with financial constraints, lead to the
view that a national theatre based in a
new building in Cardiff was inappropriate. Due to a strong tradition of amateur
rather than professional theatre, there
is no well-established network of regional theatre buildings. In this context,
neither a venue based nor touring model
seemed appropriate for a new national
theatre. In addition, at the time of
NTW’s inception, the boundaries between
‘professional’ and ‘community’ work in
theatre itself were being dissolved by
companies such as Wildworks.
NTW’s Ambitions
NTW was created to develop and enrich
English language theatre in Wales. The
company was conceived as a flexible, nonbuilding based organisation. There was
an ambition to offer radical and imaginative theatre choices to Welsh audiences,
especially to those who currently do not
attend mainstream theatre.
Realising NTW’s Ambitions
To achieve their ambitions, firstly
NTW established an online community
to connect to audiences far and wide.
Secondly, the opening season of work
involved shows all across the Welsh landscape, from cities to villages to mountain ranges. For NTW, the best way to be
a national theatre is by being local,
international, and digitally linked.
A Community Online
In the first instance an online community
was set up - http://community.nationaltheatrewales.org. Anyone could join to
discuss both the company’s work and ideas
and the work and ideas of the community
itself. This forum acted as a virtual
venue for the company, a space where it
could meet and talk to a broad range of
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contributors including artists, audiences
and activists. Since its inception there
have been creative projects set up on
the site, new collaborations formed and
campaigns started.
A Community in the Flesh
Much of NTW’s work involves community
engagement: open rehearsals, workshops,
the development of teams of volunteers in
each place it performs, assemblies after
each production where issues raised by
performances can be discussed. Plans for
community engagement and audience development are formulated for each project as
part of the artistic concept. During its
first year, the company recruited interested individuals in each community where
it was working to be part of the TEAM
who were subsequently involved in creating, developing, marketing and running
the show. NTW believes that through such
engagement, it has gained a loyal following and commitment from the communities
within which it works.
Site Responsive
Each theatre piece was “located”, created
with a specific relationship to the
environment where it was made, and each
used a different form of theatre making
such as newly commissioned plays, adaptations of classics and interactive
installations. Each work was made by a
different team of artists and developed
and rehearsed in the location where it
was presented, building a relationship
between local community and performers.
Sense of Adventure
The ‘interim use’ nature of NTW’s work
generates interest and diversity. People
like experiencing something new in unexpected places. The marketing, and the
ideas that are commissioned, seek to
harness this adventure, meaning that NTW
can take more risks with their programming of artists. This sense of adventure
has driven successful box office returns,
beyond those initially forecast.

Project Delivery
When projects are commissioned, NTW
forms close working relationships with
the different stakeholders, working on a
case-by-case basis to ensure all necessary permissions are granted. Past shows
have taken place in a diverse range
of locations including an army base,
forests, and an aircraft hangar. Communication and establishing good relationships are key to each project’s success.
Future Plans
NTW is exploring an exciting range of
projects over the coming years – with
significant international initiatives, an
ever-growing commitment to local engagement and new digital possibilities. The
company has identified the need to focus
more on income generation from ticket
sales. Even though the company’s work
is generally not theatre-based, NTW is
planning to work with nearby venues on
promoting the show and audience development. As it looks to the future, NTW has
established a research and development
capacity that ensures there is at least
eight potential projects and a minimum of
ten new scripts in development each year.
Company Manifesto
Early in 2012 the company decided to sum
up their work in one paragraph and the
result is as follows:
“The nation of Wales is our stage: from
forests to beaches, from aircraft hangers
to post-industrial towns, from village
halls to nightclubs. We bring together
storytelling poets, visual visionaries and inventors of ideas. We collaborate with artists, audiences, communities
and companies to create theatre in the
English language, rooted in Wales, with
an international reach. You’ll find us
round the corner, across the mountain and
in your digital backyard.”

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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National Theatre Wales:
Recommendations
1. Create a Presence Online
Setting up a project website, blog or
online forum is an essential way to
reach a local community and develop a
project-specific audience. The website
can provide a platform to discuss and
develop ideas, promote events, get people
involved, networking and perhaps even
raise funds. The web presence can also
act as a legacy for the project. The NTW
online community was set up using the
commercially available ‘ning’ platform http://uk.ning.com/.
2. Respond to Site
Organisations such as NTW demonstrate
that artists do not necessarily need
purpose-built spaces or buildings to
create or perform their work. In this
way, LLDC could commission an equivalent
organisation to develop interim uses that
respond to site without the need for new
infrastructure.
3. Deliver a Unique Experience
The site-responsive nature of NTW’s
work combined with the temporary nature
of interim use means that each project
offers a unique experience for a limited
period. This creates a buzz, attracting audiences and consequently generating interest in the site. Live Art and
performance pieces can challenge expectations and encourage people to think
differently about a site, in some cases
reinvigorating the space.
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4. Involve the Community
NTW demonstrates that there are many
benefits to involving communities in
projects, but that there should be a
sustainable approach adopted. It is
important to ensure that any newly formed
communities can be supported beyond the
life of any one project.
5. Put the Artists First
While an organisation like NTW could help
LLDC deliver site-specific performance
pieces on the QEOP, they have also demonstrated the importance of giving artists
free rein in making the works. Any brief
should have the flexibility to adapt as
the project develops.
6. Crunch the Numbers
It is important to understand the wholelife cost of the project. Beyond funding
requirements, it is worth considering
possible revenue streams and estimating
turnover. This may influence the pricing
of tickets for example. Question whether
the project could be self-sufficient.
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Mapping the Performances
In its first season, NTW put on
thirteen productions in thirteen
different locations around Wales.

Site as Stage
Working with a variety of
collaborators, NTW have put on
shows in a number of diverse
and challenging locations. The
performances respond to and work
with the existing sites. This
image shows NTW’s production of
The Persians, set in a mock German
village owned by the Ministry of
Defence in the Brecon Beacons.

TEAM
“Everywhere we go we collaborate
with and support an ever-growing
network of TEAM members. These
are the people who play a part in
everything we do, giving us a truly
international reach. They are our
leaders in their communities: they
create, inspire, perform, teach,
write, organise, run projects, give
feedback and make decisions with us
on the future of National Theatre
Wales.” - Quote from NTW website

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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5.2
Mobile: A Room for London

A Room for London, a boat temporarily perched on top of the Queen Elizabeth Hall, London 2012
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2. Mobile
A space for live art/ performance that is portable,
either as a whole or easily demountable/ flat-packed
for transportation. It can move from place to place.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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A Room for London:
Research & Analysis
Introduction
‘A Room for London’ is a temporary,
mobile installation in the form of a
boat currently sited on the roof of the
Queen Elizabeth Hall (QEH) at Southbank
Centre. Designed by David Kohn Architects
in collaboration with artist Fiona Banner
for the 2012 Olympic Year, the boat functions as both a unique hotel room and a
performance space. It was commissioned
by Living Architecture and Artangel, in
association with Southbank Centre.
Design Competition
A two-stage design competition was
launched in November 2010, attracting
more than 500 entries from around the
world. The brief was to create a room
on one of the most visible sites in the
British capital, where up to two people
at a time could spend a unique night in
an exemplary architectural landmark.
Design Proposal
The proposal was for a boat perched on
the QEH roof that will appear to have
come to rest there, grounded perhaps
from the retreating waters of the Thames
below. The hull contains the living quarters with an accessible bathroom, kitchen
and dining room, double bedroom and
living area including a small library.
A pulldown ladder then gives access to
a small octagonal study above, where
one can further absorb the views across
London and access the deck. Referencing
London’s church spires, a pyramidal steel
mast acts as a crow’s nest and supports
three wind turbines.
Narrative
The idea evolved from narratives of
travel and displacement in literature, in
particular Joseph Conrad’s novella ‘Heart
of Darkness,’ a story that begins beside
the River Thames. The boat takes its name
‘Roi des Belges’ from the steamboat that
Conrad himself captained on the Congo and
the design in part responds to an historical photograph of Conrad’s vessel.
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Collaboration
The competition brief encouraged entries
from architects working with artists.
The collaboration between DKA and Fiona
Banner resulted in a rich project both at
the level of a construction and a narrative, allowing many forms of engagement
and participation. Fiona Banner presented a performance on the boat of Orson
Welles’ screenplay Heart of Darkness.
One Room Hotel
For three weeks in the month, the ‘Roi
des Belges’ was an exclusive one room
hotel with an extraordinary view. The
experience forms part of Living Architecture’s remit to ‘promote enjoyment of
world-class modern architecture.’ Guests
were invited to fill out a ship’s log,
stating course, windspeed, water conditions amongst other details. All nights
for 2012 were fully booked within minutes
of the online booking system going live.
The Room’s stay at Southbank has been
extended by a year and is being booked by
public ballot every two months.
Arts Programme
Alongside public booking through Living
Architecture, Artangel curated an arts
programme for the Room which was disseminated through the dedicated website ‘www.
aroomforlondon.co.uk’. Each strand of
the programming was related to the Conrad
‘Roi des Belges’ narrative. Writers,
musicians and artists were invited to
stay aboard and create new work: A
recording was made of each writer reading
their new piece which was then broadcast at ‘aroomforlondon.co.uk’ and on
the Guardian website as part of a series
entitled A London Address. Each musician’s residency was concluded with a
live performance video-streamed into one
of the public spaces in Southbank and
online as part of a programme entitled
Sounds from a Room. ‘Artists and other
stowaways’ were also given residencies
aboard and their output shared online
under the title ‘Hearts of Darkness’.
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Reaching its Audience
The project managed to have many different types of audience engaging with
outputs concurrently: Hotel guests experienced contemporary architecture; audiences gathered in Southbank to watch
performances in the boat by live video
stream; online audiences could watch live
performances too or access an online
archive of previous podcasts and performances. Finally, each month there was a
competition held by the Evening Standard
to find new ‘Ideas for London’. Winners
gained a night aboard to host a dinner
with ten invited guests who might help
make their idea become reality. These
included ‘Big Experiences for Little
Londoners’ aimed at giving primary school
children a richer experience of the city
and ‘No home to waste’ a project to bring
empty London housing back into use.
Programme and Construction
Commissioned in early 2011, the project
had to be completed in time for an
opening on January 1st 2012. Due to a
tight timeframe and the nature of this
central London rooftop site, an intense
off-site construction process was agreed
upon by the contractor and design team.
The boat was built in a shed near Brighton over a period of six weeks and then
transported on the back of a lorry to
Southbank. A crane hoisted the installation up onto the roof in three parts and
two days were required on site to fix the
pieces together and connect the services.
Cost
The competition brief set out that
the project was to be constructed for
£150,000. However, through the design
process and ever-increasing aspirations
for the project, it became apparent that
the budget would need to be increased
significantly. Paid for by Living Architecture, the final construction cost
remains confidential. The Artangel
programme was supported by the London
2012 Festival and Arts Council England.

Long-term Vision
The original brief was for a temporary installation to sit on top of the
QEH roof for 12 months. However, going
beyond the brief the design team proposed
a high-quality mobile structure that
could be moved to another site after
2012, reaching new audiences. There were
discussions with the clients about transporting the installation abroad, perhaps
to Portugal or even Hong Kong, and there
is still intention to ensure the boat
travels in the future.
Critical Success
During the first year in its Southbank setting, A Room for London enjoyed
popularity and received much critical
acclaim, winning a number of awards.
“I have a feeling it will give satisfactions that other Olympic projects will
not match: it is intelligent, witty,
pleasurable, and is based on observing
its surroundings as they actually are,
rather than imposing a bombastic idea of
what they should be”
Rowan Moore, The Observer
“It has...been built with the quality and
spatial invention of real architecture,
not the slapdash stagecraft of installation, and its considered, careful execution makes it an oddly moving experience”
Edwin Heathcote, Financial Times
Future Plans
Due to the project’s success, Living
Architecture recently applied to extend
the temporary planning permission for
another year until 2014. This extension
was granted in December 2012. In response
to the overwhelming public demand to book
a night in 2012, the process has been
revised for 2013 bookings. Southbank will
run the artistic programme for 2013 while
Artangel are intending to publish a book
of the essays written aboard in 2012.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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A Room for London:
Recommendations
1. Target the Right Designers
Although the competition attracted over
500 entries from around the world, no
more than 10% of these actually involved
collaborations between an architect/
designer and an artist despite a request
for this in the brief. The competition
was publicised through the architectural press and therefore perhaps did not
sufficiently reach the art community.

4. Be Ambitious
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the
project was that, despite its limited
size, the boat became home to so many
parallel programming strands. Effectively in one room there were hotel guests,
writers, musicians and artists in residence, regular dinners for award-winners
and numerous one-off events such as
London Open House.

2. Start the Process Early
Discussions around the ‘A Room for
London’ project were taking place between
Living Architecture, Artangel and Southbank Centre at least six months before
the competition was launched. In this way
it was possible to capture the interests
and concerns of each organization in the
original brief, ensuring the key issues
were apparent from an early stage.

5. Put the Word Out
An extensive website ensured outputs
reached a wide audience and media tie-ins
with the Guardian and Evening Standard
ensured regular coverage. The project
was also widely covered in the arts and
architecture press, online and in print.
Given the project’s wide exposure, demand
for nights aboard the boat far outweighed
availability. In terms of marketing,
it is important to be clear about the
message and this should be agreed amongst
all stakeholders at an early stage.

3. Listen to the Experts
‘A Room for London’ benefited from the
narrative introduced and developed by the
architect/ artist design team. While it
is natural to have expectations of how a
project might turn out, it is important
not to let the initial vision dictate the
design process. Recognise and embrace the
experience designers can offer in shaping
the delivery of the project.
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6. Encourage Collaboration
The multi-layered aspect of the project
was only made possible by collaboration
between so many parties – Living Architecture, Artangel, Southbank, David Kohn
Architects and Fiona Banner – each of
whom brought different ideas and skills
to bear.
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Off-site Construction
The structure was built by
Millimetre in a shed near Brighton
over the course of six weeks.

Transportation
The structure was transported
in three parts on the back of a
lorry. Travelling from Brighton to
the Southbank, the width of the
boat’s hull had to be restricted
to 4.2m to enable carriage through
London’s streets. A police escort
was required.

A Year of Events
Curated and managed by Artangel,
the programme of events was
publicised on the project’s
website. Each performance was live
streamed online and the recordings
can be accessed through the
website.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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5.3
Occupy: You Me Bum Bum Train

The entrance to Empire House in Stratford where the 2012 YMBBT production was hosted
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3. Occupy
An organisation or installation occupies an existing
site, reappropriating the space for performance or
live art.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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YMBBT Stratford 2012: Narrative
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You Me Bum Bum Train:
Research & Analysis
Introduction
You Me Bum Bum Train (YMBBT) occupy
existing spaces to create theatrical
events whose content and venue change
with each production. Artists Kate Bond
and Morgan Lloyd originally created
YMBBT in 2004, having met during their
illustration degree in Brighton. After
university Kate started a club night and
invited friends to help create a series
of scenes for club goers to experience
while being chaperoned around in a wheelchair. YMBBT’s work has been evolving
ever since, producing ‘immersive’ theatre
experiences in which there is only one
audience member at a time. The cast and
crew of the project are volunteers.
The Experience
In an exhilarating, participatory adventure, each YMBBT audience member is a
sole passenger who journeys through a
maze of live scenes, usually featuring
more than 200 performers. Passengers are
individually catapulted into extraordinary situations before being returned to
the outside world, breathless, invigorated and wanting more. The experience
generally lasts around 50 minutes.
Funding
Early iterations of YMBBT were staged
for as little as £4,000. However small
budgets limited the ambition of the
project and the scenes that could be
created. In 2010 YMBBT were awarded The
Oxford Samuel Beckett Theatre Trust
Award and were able to put on their first
full-length run. More recently, as part
of the Cultural Olympiad 2012, the show
was supported by Barbican, CREATE, Arts
Council England, Stratford Renaissance
Partnership, and Canary Wharf Group.
Venues & Location
YMBBT has been presented in a variety of
different settings, from vacant offices
to pub cellars. The venue and the scenes
presented change with every production.
However, beyond the physical constraints
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of any one venue, the shows do not
respond to their sites. In contrast,
YMBBT occupies each building, constructing new interconnected settings for the
performance. Audience members lose sight
of the building as they go through the
experience. YMBBT have stated that they
would “never do a show in a traditional
theatre”, preferring to transform the
flexible interiors of disused buildings.
Local Support
The most recent show was part of the
Cultural Olympiad 2012 and was presented
in an Olympic Borough to reach audiences
in East London. A venue was settled on
in Stratford and the show was supported
and promoted through local initiatives,
including Stratford Renaissance Partnership and Theatre Royal Stratford East. In
2010 the production took place in Bethnal
Green because the local council Tower
Hamlets were particularly supportive in
helping the organisers find a venue.
Delivering the Experience
PAN, an experience-production studio that
was involved as volunteers in putting on
YMBBT in 2011, described the operation as
follows:
“This year it occupied much of Holborn
Tower’s cavernous interior – a former
postal sorting office on New Oxford St.
An audience member (or ‘Passenger’)
wouldn’t have known this however, as
within the aircraft hangar-sized space
the ride/show took the form of many variously sized rooms, connected by a series
of tubes and corridors like a giant
hamster playpen. The sheer scale of the
production was staggering – there were
about 20 different environments, each
one meticulously designed and built from
scratch. Some scenes were enormous. Every
night required a cast of 200, performing 70 times to as many audience members.
Including stage hands, technicians, setbuilders and administrators, the contributors list quickly escalates into something like 2-3000.”
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Commercial Aspects
YMBBT, as an artist-led non-profit project, is not intended to create
commercial profit/value. Any money
made is reinvested in the project. For
projects of this nature, income generally comes from ticket sales, sponsorship, investors and/or governmental arts
funding schemes/grants. With huge public
demand, tickets could have been sold
at high prices but were kept reasonable (ranging from £20 - £35 in recent
years), ensuring availability to a broad
demographic. Typical expenditure would
normally include production, location
hire, administration, labour, permissions, etc. However YMBBT rely on significant levels of in-kind support, borrowed
and donated materials, and volunteers to
make it commercially feasible.
Volunteers are Key
A large number of performers and production staff are needed to construct the
sets and to participate in the event.
Although grants, production support and
ticket sale returns have been received by
the company, the scale/economics of the
project does not allow for participants
to be paid, even at minimum wage. The
performers are all volunteers, and Kate
Bond and Morgan Lloyd also consistently
volunteer their time to the project. It
has been noted in the media that, “no one
makes money from this project.”
Public Demand
The strong public interest in the project
far outstrips its audience capacity. With
audience numbers limited, the opportunity to volunteer offers more people
the chance to experience YMBBT. For the
December 2011/ January 2012 production,
the Run Riot website coordinated ticket
sales and received over 80,000 hits, with
only 1,000 tickets available. The website
crashed, causing many problems for ticket
allocations, and necessitating many individual communications with ticket buyers.

Problems Encountered
The reliance on volunteer ‘labour’ has
been the subject of some debate in the
media and elsewhere, which has paralleled
wider public debates and policy development around volunteering and unpaid
internships. In July 2012, The Guardian reported that the performers’ union
Equity were considering legal action
against the company regarding unpaid
labour. However if all volunteers were
paid at Equity rates, YMBBT say “it would
cost between £2.5 and £3M to stage”.
Learning from Experience
“When we first started the project, the
lack of funding was restricting because
we couldn’t afford to make it like
reality. In hindsight, we made all the
wrong decisions because we only had our
creative brains on; we didn’t have any
business input. We wasted years doing
fund-raising events that raised tiny
amounts of money. If you’re a creative
person, get someone on board who’s got
a business mind and have that balance.”
Kate Bond talking to Jo Baird (IdeasTap)
in July 2010.
Artistic Merit
Opinions are dramatically divided on
the artistic merits of the project. As
a number of high profile one-on-one and
participatory projects have taken place
over the last 10 years, the response
to YMBBT is often framed in that wider
context. However, there is much evidence
to suggest that YMBBT offers the opportunity for a uniquely distinctive artistic experience, which can be enjoyed by
a broad diversity of audience members,
whether or not they are familiar with
Live Art and performance. The high levels
of public interest in the project demonstrate the potential profiling and demand
for comparable participatory projects.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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You Me Bum Bum Train:
Recommendations
1. Identify Possible Sites
The YMBBT sites to date have been disused
buildings that are capable of being
significantly reconfigured to create
the disjuncture between expectation and
experience. Without appropriate available building stock, it would be difficult to create the YMBBT experience.
The QEOP currently has limited opportunity for facilitating the ‘Occupy’ type
of interim use project due to a lack of
readily available sites. However it may
be possible to host a high-profile artistic project with a focus on participatory
experience in one of the existing sports
venues or as a temporary use in any
building due to be demolished or converted. Alternatively the LLDC could consider
commissioning a low-spec shed as flexible
space for a multitude of temporary uses.

4. Be Flexible
Explore flexibility around the production
needs and performer requirements, aligning those with the available production
budget. In addition, explore flexibility
around audience capacity and length of
production run, to ensure a strong alignment with audience demand.

2. Foreground the Artistic Vision
YMBBT has produced striking results
as a singular and distinctive artistic project, with high public visibility and demand. The uncompromising and
creative vision of the artists Kate Bond
and Morgan Lloyd underpins the success
of their projects. Ensure the artistic
vision is at the forefront of any comparable projects on the QEOP.

6. Do Not Expect to Make Money
The scale and ambition of YMBBT shows is
generally only restricted by the budget
available. The projects are not undertaken to make profit and any money made is
reinvested. In creating similar projects,
understand the limitations of the funds
available to avoid falling short of
delivering the vision.

5. Develop a Network of Support
Commissions and production support have
been vital for YMBBT, and the strong
public interest in the project suggests
that major donors/philanthropy and
community/neighbourhood partnerships
could also be cultivated for comparable
projects in the QEOP. These commissioning, production and philanthropic opportunities should be researched and developed over the course of any project.

3. Be Fair to Volunteers
YMBBT’s reliance on volunteer labour for
production and performance is problematic, and undercuts the potential for
equity and sustainability. However the
volunteer participation suggests fertile
opportunities for local engagement in
future, comparable projects. It will be
important to ensure that any volunteer
participation is integrated in equitable
ways, which could include local/neighbourhood partnerships and creating creative and professional development opportunities for participants.
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Bethnal Green, 2010
The 2010 iteration of YMBBT
took place in the former London
Electricity Board office building
in Bethnal Green, with the support
of Tower Hamlets Council.

Holborn, 2011
The 2011 iteration of YMBBT was
held in a derelict sorting office
in Holborn, central London. The
1960’s warehouse building occupies
a one acre site with a 40,000
square foot ground floor.

High Profile Endorsement
Although widely publicised, the
details and content of each
show are kept as a closelyguarded secret by the organisers,
volunteers and audience members.
The unexpected nature of the
experience is key to its success.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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5.4
Build: RSC Courtyard Theatre

The Courtyard Theatre, a conversion of and extension to the RSC Other Place studio theatre
Stratford-upon-Avon, 2006
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4. Build
A new space, either temporary or permanent, built
for performance/ live art or that can be appropriated
for performance/ live art.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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RSC Courtyard Theatre: Narrative
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RSC Courtyard Theatre:
Research & Analysis
Introduction
In 2004 the Royal Shakespeare Company
(RSC) commissioned Ian Ritchie Architects to provide a temporary theatre for
four years while the Royal Shakespeare
Theatre underwent renovation works.
Built on the site of the RSC’s 150 seat
studio theatre, The Other Place, the
Courtyard Theatre was created as a fullsized working prototype for the design
of the Royal Shakespeare Theatre’s new
1040+ seat auditorium and provided an
opportunity to gain experience relating
to sightlines, acoustics, lighting and
comfort of seats.
Background
The original RSC Theatre was completed in
1932 and could host up to 1,400 audience
members. However, due to its scale and
layout the theatre experience was considered inferior. Too wide vantage points
and the distance between some seats and
the stage meant that the intricacies of
the actors’ facial expressions could
not be appreciated by much of the audience. To address this, the RSC had been
planning to transform the main theatre
since the 1990’s. These major works were
expected to take at least three years,
potentially leaving the company without a
theatre. Therefore The Courtyard Theatre
was commissioned as a temporary replacement to be completed before work on the
main theatre eventually started in 2007.
Cost
The Courtyard Theatre was built at a
cost of £6 million as part of the £112.8
million project that saw the redevelopment of the Royal Shakespeare Theatre
and the adjoining Swan Theatre. Alongside private donations, the funds raised
included significant contributions from
Arts Council England (£50M) and Advantage
West Midlands (£20M).
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Programme
Work started on site in the summer of
2005 and construction to opening took
just over 11 months. The Courtyard
Theatre was designed as an extension to
The Other Place. The new theatre has a
1,050 seat auditorium, while the Other
Place auditorium was transformed into
foyer spaces, cloakroom, bar areas, shop,
booking office and call centre, dressing
rooms and band rehearsal space.
“Rusty Shed”
Described as a “Rusty Shed”, the building has external walls built of ‘Corten
A’ steel sheets creating a sound-proof
auditorium to meet the RSC’s high acoustic requirements. While the red colour of
the steel was chosen by the architects to
blend in with the surrounding buildings
and town, initially this bold material
selection was opposed by neighbours and
local conservationists.
Building by Stealth
Looking at the circumstances pragmatically, it is unlikely that the building
would have gained planning permission had
it been intended as a permanent structure. Originally it was due to be dismantled in 2010 and, despite local opposition, the short lifespan of just over
four years encouraged planning officials
to approve the scheme.
Critical Success
The project won a number of awards
including a National and Regional RIBA
Award for Architecture 2007 and the
Stratford-on-Avon Council Celebration of
Excellence 2007 Design Award. Since its
completion it has won over the surrounding community. There has been praise from
both critics and the public, hailing it
a highly contextual piece of architecture that is entirely fit for purpose. It
is novel, provocative and powerful — and
therefore perhaps perfectly suited to an
ambitious theatre company.
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Client Response
“It is not often that architects exceed
expectations – if only because most
clients’ hopes are often unreasonably
high. Our hopes were exactly that – and
we got more and better than we bargained
for, on time and on budget. Watching the first public performance from
the furthest seat was proof that we had
achieved our aims for our audience, in a
splendid and charismatic setting.”
Sir Christopher Bland, RSC Chairman, 2006
Financial Summary
In financial matters the project is
successful in many ways. The building
was delivered on budget and on time, thus
providing the client with a new space to
showcase its work while their other two
theatres were undergoing renovation. This
meant that the RSC had a single functioning theatre in Stratford-upon-Avon for a
period of 4 years and was able to sell
its yearly average of 300,000 tickets.
Extending the Project
Due to its success, the RSC was able to
extend the temporary planning permission
for another 2 years up to 2012. While
the Courtyard Theatre closed at the end
of January 2011, it was used to provide
additional performance space during the
World Shakespeare Festival as part of the
2012 Cultural Olympiad.
From Temporary to Permanent
In 2012 the RSC put forward bold plans to
retain and convert the temporary theatre
into a permanent facility that accommodates a new studio theatre with a costume
department next to it and two rehearsal
rooms above it. The original plans were
to dismantle the “Rusty Shed” and restore
the former studio theatre, The Other
Place, to its original condition, reopening the car park area that had been taken
over. This would have cost £2.4 million.
It was estimated that the proposals to
retain and convert the structure would
cost £4 million, just £1.6 million more.

Future Plans
It is now proposed that the internal
space of the Courtyard Theatre will be
reconfigured to create a new-style The
Other Place, with a 200 to 300-seat
studio theatre, larger and more flexible
than the old one. The remodelling will
also allow the RSC to move its costume
store into the centre of town, making
tens of thousands of costumes accessible to the public for the first time. The
rehearsal rooms that were moved to the
edge of town when the Courtyard was built
will also be reinstated on the site.
Client Ambitions
The RSC said that the proposals would
enable the company to create a dynamic
small-scale multi-use performance space,
bringing actors closer to the three
theatres, opening up the company’s work
behind the scenes and providing opportunities to extend amateur, educational and
community work.
Final Word
In September 2012, the proposed conversion was approved by Stratford District
Council and in reaction the Chairman of
the RSC Nigel Hugill made this statement:
“The decision affords us the opportunity
to plan a sustainable future for a new
The Other Place, offering real benefits
to us, our audiences and to the town
of Stratford. But it is only an important first step. I would like to reiterate that the Board will not sanction go
ahead to the project until we have viable
arrangements in place that are in no way
reliant on Stratford rate payers. To that
end, we have already made good progress
in securing funding to meet the capital
costs of conversion and are working hard
to create an operating model with a mix
of uses. Yesterday’s green light means
that we can now commence those discussions in earnest.”

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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RSC Courtyard Theatre:
Recommendations
1. Be Bold
Arguably, the bold architecture of the
Courtyard Theatre would not have been
realised if it had been proposed as
permanent. However, the planning authorities and local residents were accepting
of the scheme on a temporary basis and
were gradually won over during the four
year permitted period. This suggests that
the design of meanwhile venues can be
both more radical than permanent proposals and challenge planning constraints.
2. Temporary Can Become Permanent
The RSC Courtyard Theatre demonstrates
that well-executed temporary projects can
become permanent. This was possible due
to both design and build quality, wholelife costing and considering potential
uses for the future. In terms of temporary ‘build’ projects on the QEOP, flexibility and durability should be considered key aspects.
3. Choose the Right People
The Courtyard Theatre was delivered on
time, on budget and to a high-level of
quality. The project benefitted from
involving two strong teams, both an experienced and highly-qualified professional
team and, within the client organisation, a dedicated in-house delivery team.
This suggests that any temporary projects
undertaken by the LLDC should be afforded
the same luxury to ensure success.
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4. Be Experimental
Using temporary venues as testbeds for
alternative performance spaces can assist
organisations in developing their longer
term agendas. Interim use projects could
be designed and constructed as prototypes
for future permanent buildings.
5. Spread the Funding
The Courtyard Theatre was paid for out of
a much larger budget for the major transformation of the RSC’s main theatre. In
fact the cost of producing this temporary
theatre was only about 5% of the overall
budget. It may have also been more practical to raise funds for one large
joined-up project rather than two independent ones. Perhaps consider whether
any temporary projects on the QEOP could
be annexed to larger projects and funded
jointly.
6. Focus on What is Important
The rectangular form and simple exterior
were designed with practical concerns in
mind, involving a modular system that
was affordable and could be constructed
easily. This allowed the designers to
focus on the important bit – the auditorium. The emphasis was on theatre rather
than architectural statement. Similar
projects for the QEOP should consider and
set out what the key priorities are from
an early stage.
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“Rusty Shed”
While the architect claimed that
the corten steel exterior would
blend in with the surrounding
red brick buildings, the locals
initially felt the industrial
cladding and modern form showed no
sympathy to its context.

High-Spec
Perhaps in contrast to the
simplicity of the exterior, the
interior was designed to a very
high level of performance and
benefitted from collaboration
between the architect and theatre
consultant CharcoalBlue. It was
built as a full-scale working
prototype for the new Royal
Shakespeare Theatre’s auditorium.

RSC Theatre Redevelopment
The Courtyard Theatre was initially
built as a temporary replacement
for the main RSC Theatre while it
underwent a £60m transformation.
It was paid for out of the funds
raised for the main theatre
redevelopment.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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5.5
Landscape: Parc de la Villette

Aerial photograph of Parc de la Villette, located in the 19th Arrondissement of Paris
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5. Landscape
To manipulate the landscape or utilise existing
landscape features for use as performance or live
art space.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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Parc de la Villette: Narrative
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Parc de la Villette:
Research & Analysis
Introduction
Parc de la Villette is one of Paris’s
largest parks and home to Europe’s
largest science museum, three major
concert venues and the Conservatoire de
Paris, a music and dance school. The 55
hectare site is overlayed with a field of
architectural follies designed by Bernard
Tschumi which house amenities and are the
focus of local interim uses.
Site History
Located in the 19th Arrondissement, La
Villette is an ex-industrial site in the
north-east of Paris. It used to house
slaughterhouses and a wholesale meat
market, built under Napoleon III in 1867.
These gradually fell into disuse and the
site was cleared in 1974, presenting an
opportunity for a major urban redevelopment project. An organisation in charge
of renovating the industrial wasteland
was set up in 1979, known as the Etablissement Public du Parc de la Villette.
‘Grand Projets’
Parc de la Villette was one of François
Mitterand’s ‘Grand Projets’ completed in
Paris during 1980’s. The ‘Grand Projets’
was an architectural programme intended
to provide modern monuments to symbolise France’s role in art, politics, and
economy at the end of the 20th century.
Project Inception
In the late 1970’s, refurbishment of the
old slaughterhouses and creation of a
Museum of Science was commissioned, with
consequent projects being proposed for
other locations on the Villette site.
This proposed rapid development concerned
François Barré who was appointed Deputy
Director of the Parc de la Villette in
1981. He decided to launch an international competition to create a public
park to act as the cohesive glue to the
different institutions around the site.
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Design Competition
Following an earlier unsuccessful competition in 1976, the 1982 competition
attracted over 470 entries from 41 countries. The brief was to create a 21st
century urban public park open to all.
Bernard Tschumi, a French architect of
Swiss origin was selected after a presentation to François Mitterand.
Design Proposal
Unlike most other competition entries,
Tschumi did not propose a traditional
park design with nature and landscape as
the focus. In opposition to the notion of
Olmstead, that “in the park, the city is
not supposed to exist”, Tschumi instead
proposed a social and cultural park where
the natural and urban are woven together.
Points, Lines and Surfaces
Challenging the convention of how a park
is generally configured, Parc de la
Villette is designed with three principles of organisation classified by
Tschumi as points, lines and surfaces.
The 135 acre site is set out on a grid of
35 red follies. Each folly is based on
a deconstructed cube with little further
functional consideration. The design of
the park was inspired by the post-modern
ideas of deconstructionist philosopher
Jacques Derrida.
The Follies
The series of follies provide points
of reference in the park, giving a
sense of scale and helping to orientate the visitor. Each folly is unique
and formally different. Initially they
were considered as centers for informal
programme, as spaces that could harbour
activity. Many of these follies have now
been appropriated by local businesses
and community groups, being converted
into restaurants, offices, workshops and
information centers. In this way, the
park has adapted to accommodate functions
associated with its needs that were not
considered in the original design.
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Programme
Of the 135 acres, 85 acres are dedicated
to green space, categorised as ‘surfaces’
in Tschumi’s design. Tschumi proposed
a social and cultural park with activities that include workshops, gymnasium
and bath facilities, playgrounds, exhibitions, concerts, science experiments,
games and competitions. During summer
nights, playing fields become an open-air
cinema for 3,000 spectators. In addition to the need for flexible open space,
there was a substantial and complex
programme of cultural facilities including for art, science, music and theatre.
Project Delivery
Delivery of ‘Grand Projets’ benefited
from the highly centralised decisionmaking of the French President himself
– approvals from committees or governing bodies were not required. President
Mitterand was able to secure $300M for
the construction of Parc de le Villette.
However, during the course of construction, changes in government disrupted
the project. This political volatility
affected the construction programme and
funding. At times, the project would stop
for six months before more funding could
be found. The project eventually cost
around $900M to complete.
Project Reach
When the park opened in the late 1980’s,
the project reported 1 million visitors
per year. This has grown significantly
to reach a current yearly average of 10
million visitors to the park, its many
institutions and events. It is thought
that because the park opened before
construction was complete, many visitors were initially put off by a sense of
it still being a building site. However,
by setting in place a busy event calendar and a series of workshops that cater
to locals and tourists alike, the park
is now very popular. The organisation
reports that two thirds of their yearly
visitors are residents from the area.

Construction
The Parc de la Villette project started
on site in 1984 and was opened to the
public in 1987. However, due to the
number of cultural building projects
being undertaken, the site was still
undergoing construction until 1997. In
fact, the Philharmonie de Paris by Jean
Nouvel, a symphonic concert hall of 2,400
seats whose construction had been postponed for about twenty years, is due to
complete the Cité de la Musique complex
in early 2014.
Commercial Value
The Parc de la Villette project was
not a commercial venture but sought to
engage the surrounding local communities and to establish a new cultural hub
for the northeast of Paris. The public
nature of the project means that it is
mainly funded by grants and concessions.
Nevertheless, the organisation does
manage to generate an income through box
office sales, which represent 10% of the
Villette’s yearly revenue.
The Long Game
Parc de la Villette has been criticised
for being too expansive, lacking human
scale and ignoring the site’s history and
surrounding context. However a project
of this size and ambition may require
an overriding analytical and conceptual
design approach to make it manageable and
ultimately deliverable. Whether or not
intentional in the original design, the
park has demonstrated an inherent flexibility, allowing spaces to be appropriated on a more intimate scale over time
as and when required. Perhaps not wholly
successful from day one, the urban park
is now a thriving part of Parisian life.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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Parc de la Villette:
Recommendations
1. Secure Funding
Despite a budget of $300M, the park in
fact cost around $900M to complete.
As the costs rose over the course of
construction, work on site was often
halted while additional funds were
raised. In undertaking similarly grand
projects, ensure costs are closely monitored both during the design process and
while on site.
2. Do Not Open Prematurely
Due to delays and spiralling costs, Parc
de la Villette was not completed on time.
However the opening date had been set and
the authorities did not want to loose
face by keeping the park closed to the
public. The park was therefore opened in
1987, 10 years before construction of the
park and the various venues was essentially completed. In the early years the
park was often described as a building
site and this undermined the public’s
perception and experience of the project.
First impressions are important and so it
would be advisable to ensure any projects
on the QEOP are fully complete before
opening to the public.
3. Deconstruct the Site
At over 580 acres, the QEOP dwarfs the
135 acre Parc de la Villette. However, in
terms of masterplanning the QEOP and to
enable a unified design approach across
the whole site or individual plots,
perhaps a similar strategy of deconstructing these vast areas would help.
The Parc de la Villette was conceived
as points, lines and surfaces, with a
network of distinct follies set out on
a grid across the site. The indeterminacy of the park follies ensures the park
never feels empty but is also a welcome
invitation for new uses.
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4. Set Out a Programme of Events
The Parc de la Villette project is most
successful as a much valued public
resource that supports a rich programme
of cultural events of both local and
international importance. This ensures
continued public interest and footfall,
animates the spaces, and creates revenue
through ticket sales and so on. A similar
approach would benefit the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park.
5. Run a Design Competition
In terms of Parc de la Villette, the
number and calibre of entrants into
the design competition was incredibly
high resulting in a distinctive project
that has been critical to the long term
success of the park. Running a competition can be a good way to attract a
broad selection of high quality designers
whilst also raising the public profile
of your project. Consider procurement
processes befitting of the scale and
ambition of the various QEOP projects.
6. Set up a Project Delivery Team
The Etablissement Public du Parc de la
Villette was set up in 1979 by President
Mitterand as the organisation responsible for renovating the industrial wasteland. Committees of this nature take the
concerns of project management, administration and delivery out of a client’s
hands, allowing them to focus on more
high level issues. The LLDC would be
advised to consider creating similar
organisations as delivery vehicles for
the various QEOP projects.
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The Follies
Initially the follies were
considered as centers for informal
programme, as spaces that could
harbour activity. Many of these
follies have now been appropriated
by local businesses and community
groups, being converted into
restaurants, offices, workshops and
information centers.

A Programme of Events
In addition to the daily events
taking place in the various
cultural institutions and venues
dotted around the park, a number
of events and festivals take place
in the open spaces throughout the
year.

Cinéma en Plein Air 2012
In 2012 the open-air cinema
festival enjoyed its 22nd year. An
18m high outdoor inflatable screen
was erected and each evening over
8,000 spectators settled on the
lawn of Parc de la Villette to
enjoy a moment of relaxation and
conviviality.

David Kohn Architects / The Yard Theatre / Live Art Development Agency
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6
Conclusions
A “How To” Guide
1. Start with a Project Champion
For each of the successful projects
researched, it has been apparent who led
the project from the outset. This individual has usually had a combination of
skills and experience: ability to show
leadership, an understanding and commitment to the artistic principles of the
project, the drive and tenacity to keep
the project moving forward despite obstacles. This leader could be an artist, a
producer, a funder, a designer, a project
manager, even a politician. Before starting a project, ensure this role is
clearly defined and appointed.
2. Strive for the Highest Quality
Quality is key. This applies to every
aspect of a project, from the delivery
process to physical results. Consideration of both strategy and detail in each
aspect of the project ensures quality is
delivered throughout a project. Establishing quality checking mechanisms from
the outset is important. However, as a
creative process, checking quality is
as likely to be in relation to clear,
open communication between all parties,
as it is to be quantitative analysis. In
terms of construction, design and build
quality ensure conceptual integrity,
project credibility, longevity and low
maintenance. A carefully detailed, wellmeasured and project-sensitive infrastructure will avoid distracting from or
undermining the events it is supporting.
The project champion is responsible for
establishing a culture within the project
of delivering quality. Each member of the
project team should be appointed on their
ability to maintain and deliver quality.
3. Know your Intended Audience
Projects will be failures without audiences. The size and response of the audience is also one measure of success in
any project. Clarity about the intended
audience from early stages is neces-
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sary. From audience profiling in terms
of demographic, budget, and marketing to
understanding access requirements, early
research ensures that projects will be
at least viable and hopefully highly
successful. Concern for audience health
and safety is a primary concern that is
unfortunately too often relegated to more
front-of-house concerns.
4. Know your Project Type and Scale
This report identifies five types of
performance and live art interim use
projects for the QEOP. Within each type,
there is a range of project scale. The
‘site’ type suggests interim use events
could take place without new infrastructure, offering potential for quick and
inexpensive projects that are nonetheless artistically high quality/ impact.
At the other end of the scale, the
‘build’ and ‘landscape’ types may require
more considerable resourcing and time.
Each type has differing and particular constraints and opportunities which
are discussed in the body of the report.
Acknowledging these early increases the
likelihood of successful delivery.
5. Involve the Community
Community means different things to
different projects and can exist in a
number of manifestations. Understand
what community means to your project and
then consider how it can be involved.
This could be through consultation or
simply as audience members. The community could be involved in the delivery of
a project as builders, supporters, staff
or performers. Involving the community
creates a sense of ownership, encouraging
a project to be accepted and ensuring its
longevity. However, be wary of abusing
the goodwill and trust of those engaged
in the project.
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6. Make your Project Extraordinary
In successful interim use arts projects
there is a unique selling point, something out of the ordinary that makes
the event special and sets it apart
from others. This should be understood
as something that enhances the experience. It may be that the short-term
nature of an interim project allows for
unconventional and experimental work to
be created. Consequently, risk-taking,
pushing boundaries and the element of
surprise, should not only be encouraged
but recognised as critical to the success
of any project.
7. Encourage Collaboration
Collaboration can yield unexpected
results that far exceed the expectations
of each collaborator and their respective discipline. Achieving complex,
multi-layered projects can be realised
by bringing together stakeholders with
quite different agendas and skillsets
but working towards a singular outcome.
Successfully facilitating collaboration requires forethought, patience and
continual support of the collaborative
endeavour. At the outset, ensure that all
parties are committed and supported to a
collaborative working process.

9. Get Online
The web provides increasing opportunities, not only to inform your audience,
but to develop and deliver the project.
Considering a global online audience
can radically alter the conception of
a project. Websites can also develop
future audiences, pool ideas and even
raise funds. After a project is completed
a website can also provide a relatively
low-cost legacy or archive.
10. Be Fair to Volunteers
A number of arts projects have depended
on the use of volunteers to make them
viable. There may be benefits to volunteering such as gaining experience,
skills and forging new relationships.
However, asking people to work for free
can also be problematic from an ethical
standpoint and in some cases legal action
has been threatened. Therefore it is
important to ensure that any volunteer
participation is integrated in equitable ways. Involving volunteers suggests
fertile opportunities for local engagement, such as the establishment of community partnerships and creation of creative and development opportunities for
the participants.

8. Crunch the Numbers
It is important to understand the wholelife cost of the project. Beyond funding
requirements, it is worth considering
possible revenue streams and estimating
turnover. This may influence the pricing
of tickets for example. Question whether
the project can in fact be self-sufficient. At the same time, do not expect to
make much money! Arts events are perhaps
not where any organisation can expect to
make exceptional profits. Rather, profitability is often across several events
with some more popular than others.
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A “How Not To” Guide
1. Do Not Underestimate the Importance of
Preparation
It is rare that a successful project
is conceived, developed and delivered
without extensive preparation. Allow
appropriate lead-in time for research,
risk assessment, business modelling,
raising funds for the project duration,
planning and any other statutory undertakings. Understanding the project feasibility from start to finish is key before
delivery can be undertaken. Reversedesigning the project is a useful test.
Rather than building up the project from
first steps, consider the project in
reverse. A starting question could be,
where will the materials from the show
be recycled? What will the legacy of the
project be?
2. Do Not Start without a Site
With its particular characteristics,
the site will shape the brief and consequently the project. Understand the
constraints and shortcomings and what
permissions will be required. Do not
assume all servicing requirements will
be provided and question what new infrastructure is needed. Foreground and build
on the positive aspects. In terms of live
art and performance, the site is often
key as stimulus and inspiration for the
work being created. The site is one of
the key factors that makes any project
unique; celebrate this and ensure your
project is site specific.
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3. Do Not Make your Project too “Niche”
If the project only targets a narrow
sector or specific interest group, there
is a greater risk of failure than if the
project appeals more broadly - avoid
putting all your eggs in one basket. This
means clarity in identifying your audiences and assessing the risk of failure.
4. Do Not Limit the Brief
Ask for more and aim to achieve added
value. In many cases the original brief
has been challenged and the results
are better for it. While it is important to be aware of any limitations and
constraints, do not let the brief be
dictated by them.
5. Do Not Rely on a Formula
There is no magic formula. Every project
is different and this is what makes the
successful ones special. Do not try to
replicate another interim use project or
produce a hybrid of other projects. Keep
your project unique.
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Further Examples of Each Type
Rider Spoke by Blast Theory
Example of ‘Site’ type
A work for cyclists combining
theatre with game play and
technology, inviting the audience
to cycle through the streets of the
city, equipped with a computer. It
first took place in London in 2007
and has since been presented in
Athens, Brighton, Budapest, Sydney
and Adelaide.
http://blasttheory.co.uk/bt/work_
rider_spoke.html

Floating Cinema by Studio Weave
Example of ‘Mobile’ type
The Floating Cinema is an old
boat re-imagined into a cinema
curated by artists Nina Pope and
Karen Guthrie (known collectively
as Somewhere). The structure
navigated the waterways of the five
Olympic host boroughs during the
summer of 2011.
http://www.studioweave.com/
projects/the-floating-cinema/

Eichbaumoper by Raumlabor
Example of ‘Occupy’ type
A temporary transformation of
a railway station into an opera
house in Germany in summer 2009.
‘Eichbaum’ is a crosspoint and
station located between the cities
of Essen and Mülheim.
http://www.raumlabor.net/?p=590
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Theatre on the Fly by Assemble
Example of ‘Build’ type
Assemble and a team of volunteers
constructed a temporary theatre
out of scaffolding, chipboard and
pond liner for the Chichester
Festival Theatre in summer 2012.
http://assemblestudio.co.uk/?page_
id=9

Landschaftspark by Latz + Partner
Example of ‘Landscape’ type
Landschaftspark is a public park
located in Duisburg Nord, Germany.
It was designed in 1991 by Latz
+ Partner (Peter Latz), with
the intention to work with and
celebrate the industrial past,
rather than trying gloss over or
reject it.
http://en.landschaftspark.de/
startseite

The White Building by DKA
Example of ‘Convert’ type
A former printworks was converted
into a cultural centre on the
fringes of the Olympic Park in
Hackney Wick, with studios, a
gallery, events space, café and
microbrewery.
http://thewhitebuilding.org.uk
Note: ‘Convert’ was discounted as
a type for implementation on the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park due
to the lack of existing available
building stock.
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